A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
there went coupled with it, though retarded and belonging
rather to the later half, an apparent destruction of Ireland. For
over thirty years the population, which had been one-half that
of Great Britain, continued to rise, but not the wealth of the
country with it; and before the mid-century was reached there
fell the catastrophe of the Great Famine. An unknown number
—at the very least a million and a quarter, but through indirect
causes far more—actually died: the opportunity was taken to
turn the people off their land and to drive them into forced
emigration—and in wealth and numbers Ireland sinks until
before the Boer War at the end of the century she has less than
half the population she had had barely fifty years before.
Overseas, to some extent in Australasia but far more in the
United States, the Irish prospered and rapidly increased; so
that as a race and nation to-day they stand in a larger proportion
to Great Britain than they did before the disaster, but within
the mother-country of Ireland it was the native race which had
been stricken, and the proportion of aliens, alien in tradition
and temper, even anti-national in feeling, had become far greater
than in the days when all political power had lain in their hands:
a superficial observer might have believed at the end of the nine-
teenth century the current opinion expressed in England, that the
Irish as a people were doomed to disappear.
The Numerical Expansion. Certain details of the numeri-
cal expansion of England, which is the most obvious mark of the
period, will appear as we proceed from one step to another. But
in this introduction it is sufficient to remark that in the lifetime
of one man the population multiplied by four; the colonial
expansion (including, of course, many Irish, Dutch, etc., not of
English blood, though still politically subject to the English
Crown) was from next to nothing to more than ten millions.
Australasia, for instance, with 20,000 inhabitants in 1815, had
in 1899 five million. Canada had under 100,000 in 1815, and
six millions in 1899. South Africa (that part of it dependent
upon the English Crown) had in 1815 30,000 whites and in
1899 300,000.
Or take iron. Since machinery is the note of all this, and the
great bulk of machinery is made from iron, it is a test. The
coefficient of expansion here is nearly thirty. Take coal, which
with iron is the twin test. The expansion here must obviously
be less than that of iron, for coal is not a manufactured product
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